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Optimization of scatter estimation window setting for
111
quantitative analysis in In-pentetreotide single photon
emission computed tomography imaging
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Objective: The aim of this study was to validate the optimal scatter correction method and scatter estimation window setting in terms of image quality and quantitative accuracy for quantitative indium-111
(111In)-pentetreotide SPECT imaging. Materials and Methods: We used a positron emission tomography/
computed tomography (PET/CT) phantom to validate image quality and quantitative accuracy, and the
SPECT images were acquired by the multi-energy window (MEW) method. The scatter estimation was
performed using four kinds of energy windows (MEW1, MEW2, MEW3, and MEW4). Scatter correction was
also performed using a dual-energy window (DEW) for comparison with MEW. Image quality was assessed using percent contrast (% contrast) and background variability, and quantitative accuracy was assessed using the mean standardized uptake value (SUVmean) with hot spheres. Results: In the quanti cation, all MEW settings approached the theoretical SUVmean (MEW1, 0.99±0.06; MEW2, 0.99±0.05; MEW3,
1.00±0.08; MEW4, 0.97±0.12) in contrast to DEW (0.88±0.05). The SUVmean value for scatter correction of
both photopeaks for a 28 mm sphere showed the smallest di erence from the theoretical value. Conclusion: The scatter correction method that gave optimal image quality and quantitative accuracy was
MEW3 with two 20% energy windows (one over each photopeak) and four adjacent 3% scatter estimation
windows (one on each side of the two photopeaks).
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I

ndium-111 (111In)-somatostatin receptor scintigraphy (SRS) is widely used as an important imaging modality for diagnosing neuroendocrine tumour. Somatostatin
receptor scintigraphy has been qualitatively assessed to grade the uptake intensity of
tumours using the Krenning score [1]. Single photon emission computed tomography/
computed tomography (SPECT/CT) has developed rapidly [2-8] and can evaluate tumours in the trunk of the body quantitatively [9-10]. Somatostatin receptor scintigraphy
is also expected to be suitable for quantitative analysis [11]. However, although singleenergy photon emitters have been investigated extensively, multi-energy photon emitters, such as 111In-SRS, have not had their quantitative accuracy validated. In quantitative
analysis, improving accuracy is important in order to correct for physical phenomena
such as resolution recovery, attenuation and scatter [12-13]. In particular, scatter has a
large e ect when multi-energy photon emitters are used, such as 111In at 171 and 245keV.
Scattered radiation decreases image quality and quantitative accuracy; thus, these emitters require scatter correction, which is a multi-window subtraction method that can use
a dual-energy window (DEW) [14] or a multi-energy window (MEW) [15-16]. A photopeak energy window and scatter estimation window are set, and SPECT count in the scatter
estimation window is subtracted from that in the photopeak energy window. Quantitative accuracy depends on scatter correction [17], and optimal scatter correction is required for improving quantitative accuracy [18]. In this study, scatter correction methods
were validated with respect to the e ect of scatter estimation window settings on image
quality and quantitative accuracy to determine the optimal scatter correction using subtraction scatter correction techniques.
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SPECT/CT instrument and phantoms
All experimental data were acquired with a dual-head SPECT/CT camera (In nia 8 Hawkeye 4, GE Healthcare, Chicago,
IL, USA) equipped with a medium-energy general-purpose
collimator, which had a sensitivity of 73 count/s/MBq at gal67
lium-67 ( Ga) with a 20% window and a system resolution
of 11.5mm (FWHM at 10cm distance) with technetium-99m
99m
( Tc). The quantitative accuracy was assessed using a positron emission tomography (PET)/CT phantom (Biodex Medical Systems, Shirley, NY, USA) containing a set of ve spheres
with inner diameters of 10, 13, 17, 22, and 28mm. The crosscalibration factor (CCF) was measured using a cylindrical
phantom (diameter 20cm, height 20cm). The activity introduced into the phantom was measured using a dose calibrator (IGC-7, Aloka Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), which was calibrated using a standard reference source.
SPECT acquisitions and reconstruction
To investigate the e ect of energy window settings, a quantitative SPECT scan was performed on a PET/CT phantom
111
with ve hot spheres lled with In solution (5.4kBq/mL).
The sphere-to-background activity ratio was 5:1 [19]. The
phantom was placed at the centre of the eld of view. All
projection data were obtained in step-and-shoot mode
with rotation through 60 angular views. The acquisition time was set to 40s per projection. Five energy window settings were used. The pixel size was 4.42×4.42mm and the matrix was 128×128. A low-dose CT scan at 120kV and 2.5mA
was performed. All SPECT images were reconstructed with
ordered subset expectation maximization with resolution
recovery, CT-based attenuation correction, and scatter correction. The number of subsets was 10, and the number of
iterations was 5. A Butterworth lter was used as a pre-processing lter. The cut-o frequency was 0.3 cycles/cm, and

the power factor was 10.

Energy window settings
Four combinations of window settings using the MEW scatter
correction were evaluated (Figure 1) [15]. In addition, the
DEW scatter correction method was also performed for comparison with MEW. The main photopeaks were set as ±10%
energy windows centred at 171 and 245 keV in MEW1, MEW2,
MEW3, and DEW. In MEW1, the sub-windows for scatter correction were set at 150keV ±1.5% and 193keV ±1.5%, one on
each side of the lower photopeak (Figure 1A). The sub-windows for MEW2 were set at 215keV ±1.5% and 276keV ±1.5%,
one on each side of the upper photopeak (Figure 1B). In
MEW3, four sub-windows identical to those of MEW1 and
MEW2 were set, one on each side of the two photopeaks (Figure 1C). In the case of MEW4, the main photopeak was set as
a ±25% energy window centred at 215keV, and the sub-windows were set at 155keV ±1.5% and 276keV ±1.5% (Figure
1D). The sub-window used in the DEW was set as a ±4.5%
energy window centred at 140keV (Figure 1E). The multiplication factor k, which is an index to correct scatter, was set to 1.0,
111
which is the default value for In according to the manufacturer.

Evaluation
Cross-calibration factor
We measured the CCF using a cylindrical phantom with a
uniform distribution of 111In solution (3.8kBq/mL). Because
quantitative approaches use the CCF obtained from the reconstructed SPECT count, SPECT acquisition and reconstruction were the same as those used for a PET/CT phantom.
The circular region of interest (ROI) was manually placed on
each of the reconstructed SPECT images (Figure 2) and the

Figure 1. Energy window settings for (A) MEW1, and (B) MEW2, (C) MEW3, (D) MEW4, and (E) DEW.
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is the total number of ROI (K=60).
The %contrast and the background variability were calculated using a PET quality control tool for system performance (Nihon Medi-Physics Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan).

CCF was calculated by:

(1)

where A is the decay-corrected activity at the start time of
each acquisition, T is the acquisition time, Mcount is the mean count in the SPECT image ROI, Vpixel is the pixel volume,
and Vphantom is the cylindrical phantom volume [20].

Quantitative analysis
The accuracy of the mean of the standardized uptake value
(SUVmean) for each energy window setting was evaluated
by the theoretical value (SUVmean=5.0 in a hot sphere, and
SUVmean=1.0 in the background region) in a reconstructed
SPECT image. We placed circular ROIs on the 28mm spheres
and 12 circular ROI on the background region of the phantom at three slices (Figure 3), and evaluated them compared
with the theoretical value. The value of SUVmean was calculated as:

(5)

Figure 2. Schematic of the ROI setting for CCF. The ROI is enclosed in the black dashed circle.

Image quality
Image quality was assessed in terms of percent contrast
(%contrast; QH,17mm) and background variability (NB,17mm) [2122]. The % contrast was set in the ROI and calculated as:

where Vvoxel is the voxel volume in the reconstructed SPECT
images. SUVmean was calculated using the quantitation
application GI-BONE (Nihon Medi-Physics Co., Ltd.). In this
study, because the system resolution was 11.5mm (FWHM
at 10cm distance), we evaluated SUVmean on the 28mm
hot sphere in accordance with the sampling theorem.

Statistical analysis
SUVmean obtained using each scatter window setting was
compared by repeated measures single-factor ANOVA and
the Tukey-Kramer test. Di erences were considered statistically signi cant for P values of less than 0.05.

(2)

Results
where CH,17mm is mean count in the ROI for the 17mm hot sphere, CB,17mm is mean count calculated from 12 circular ROI of
17mm in diameter on the phantom background, aH is the
concentration in the hot sphere, and aB is the activity concentration in the background region. The background variability in ROI was calculated as:

(3)

(4)

where SD17mm is the standard deviation of the SPECT count in
the background ROI, k is an index of the ROI (k=1 60), and K
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Table 1 shows the % contrast and background variability obtained with di erent scatter estimation window settings.
The % contrast obtained with the MEW was higher than that
obtained with the DEW; the highest QH,17mm of 44.8% was obtained with MEW3 scatter correction. The background variability obtained with MEW1, MEW3, and MEW4 was higher
than that with DEW. However, the background variability
obtained with MEW2 was slightly lower than that obtained
with DEW.
SUVmean for each scatter estimation window for the 28
mm sphere and background settings are displayed in Table 2.
SUVmean on background was 0.99±0.06 for MEW1, 0.99±
0.05 for MEW2, 1.00±0.08 for MEW3, and 0.97±0.12 for MEW4,
respectively. Multi-energy windows approached the theoretical background SUVmean value (SUVmean=1.00), whereas
the SUVmean value for the DEW settings was lower (0.88±
0.05). For the 28mm sphere, SUVmean obtained with MEW3
was closest to the theoretical sphere value (SUVmean= 5.00).
In addition, SUVmean obtained with DEW was signi cantly
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Figure 3. Schematic of the ROI setting for quanti cation on the 28mm hot sphere (A) and the background region (B). Each ROI is enclosed in a yellow circle. ROI were placed on the fused images (SPECT and CT).

Table 1. Measured % contrast and background variability with di erent scatter estimation window settings.
Scatter
Correction

MEW
DEW
MEW1

MEW2

MEW3

MEW4

QH,17mm

42.9

43.7

43.0

44.8

39.1

NB,17mm

10.5

12.8

9.5

15.6

29.0

DEW: dual-energy window method, MEW: multi-energy window method,

[%]

Table 2. SUVmean and %di erence calculated using the theoretical SUVmean value for energy window settings using the MEWs and DEW
scatter correction methods for the background and the 28mm hot sphere.
%difference with the theoritical SUVmean
value (%)

SUVmean
Scatter Correction
Background

28mm sphere

Background

28mm sphere

DEW

0.88±0.09

2.41±0.05

12.0

51.8

MEW1

0.99±0.08

2.55±0.03 *

1.0

49.0

MEW2

0.99±0.07*

2.39±0.03

1.0

52.2

MEW3

1.00±0.12

2.66±0.04* **

0.0

46.8

MEW4

0.97±0.15

2.48±0.03*

3.0

50.4

Theoretical SUVmean values
Background = 1.0,
28mm sphere = 5.0

*P<0.05 vs. DEW
**P<0.05 vs. All MEW

lower than that obtained with MEW1, MEW3, and MEW4.
However, none of the energy window settings produced
SUVmean on a 28mm sphere identical to the theoretical sphere SUVmean value.

Discussion

www.nuclmed.gr

We validated the optimal scatter correction method and
scatter estimation window settings for SRS in terms of image quality and quantitative accuracy. The MEW method was
superior to the DEW method for image quality and quantitative accuracy, with higher % contrast, lower background variability, and an SUVmean closest to the theoretical value
when the scatter estimation windows were set over each
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111

In photopeak.
The image quality obtained with the DEW method was
lower than that obtained with the MEW method, and
SUVmean obtained with the DEW method was di erent
from the theoretical value. The DEW scatter correction method is appropriate for a single-energy photon emitter, but
not for a multi-energy photon emitter [23]. The scatter estimation window requires more than three windows for multi-energy photon emitters [15]. Furthermore, it has been reported that measurement error increased when DEW rather
than MEW scatter correction is used [17]. Consistent with
these previous ndings, our results also indicated that the
MEW scatter correction method is suitable for quantitative
111
In-SRS. However, multiplication factor k was xed as 1.0 in
our study. Factor k is the subtraction weighting factor for
DEW, and it is common to use a value of 0.5 for 99mTc. Quantitative accuracy is a ected by k [18]; thus, the e ect of k on
111
quantitative accuracy for In should be measured.
The best % contrast was obtained for the MEW3 settings,
in which each of the 171 and 245keV photopeaks had adjacent scatter estimation windows. Scatter estimation windows around each photopeak allowed the scattered radiation to be estimated more accurately than windows at only
one of the photopeaks. Therefore, the %contrast obtained
with MEW3 settings was higher. The background variability
obtained with MEW3 settings was higher than those obtained with MEW1 and MEW2 settings. Background variability
is a problem with the MEW method because scattered radiation is estimated and subtracted. The background variability a ected the low-contrast resolution and visual image
quality; thus, the MEW method requires a balance between
%contrast and background variability.
In the MEW method, SUVmean for the background was
close to the theoretical value regardless of the scatter estimation window (di ering by 0%-3%). Acquisition and reconstruction parameters used for CCF measurement are
identical to those used for imaging of subjects in quantitative SPECT. Consequently, the e ect of scatter estimation
setting is thought to be re ected in both CCF and SPECT
images of subjects. For this reason, the MEW method
showed good quantitative accuracy in SRS. This result suggests that the versatility of the CCF method is high.
SUVmean obtained with MEW3 for the 28mm sphere showed the smallest di erence from the theoretical value, as
with the result for % contrast. When the scatter estimation
windows were set on each of the photopeaks, the % contrast
increased because SUVmean was close to the theoretical value. For multi-energy photon emitters, the quantitative accuracy is reduced by downscattered component [25]. Therefore, based on our results, the MEW scatter correction method with scatter estimation windows adjacent to each side
of both photopeaks is suitable for assessing SRS quantitatively.
However, our results showed underestimation in the measurement of SUVmean on hot spheres. The underestimation of the quantitative values in the structures is caused by
the partial- volume e ect. If the partial-volume e ect at object boundaries is considered, then we could improve the
spatial resolution to achieve better quanti cation.
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The optimized scatter estimation window setting MEW
with four sub-windows, one on each side of two photopeaks
was shown to improve the quality and quantitative accuracy
111
of In SPECT images. Yamauchi et al. (2014) [26] reported
that it was necessary to improve scatter correction to increase quantitative accuracy. Dewaraja et al. (2009) [27] reported that accurate quanti cation for image-based dosimetry
in radiotherapy needs correction methods, such as resolution recovery, attenuation, and scatter correction.
There are two main limitations to this study. First, we did
not evaluate clinical data; the phantom is a model corresponding to an average patient. Second, our study only used
one SPECT/CT instrument, but SPECT image may di er between instruments [28], so it is important to examine di erent instruments. Therefore, further studies are needed to
validate these results in clinical examinations using commercially available devices.
In conclusion, MEW scatter correction provided 111Inpentetreotide SPECT image quality and quantitative accuracy superior to that of DEW scatter correction. The settings
in which scatter estimation windows were placed on each
side of the photopeak showed good results. Quantitative
analysis in 111In-pentetreotide SPECT imaging was achieved
using MEW settings with two ±10% photopeak windows,
one over each of the 171 and 245keV photopeak, and four
adjacent ±1.5% scatter estimation windows, one on each side of two photopeak.
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